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What's New in Version 2016
The most important new features can be identified with the Top5_Button.png
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 icon.
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New functionality: Docking windows to other windows
To be always on top of related data when working with value lists, reports and charts, you can now dock the corresponding windows to the Infoscape. The docking manager supports you in doing so. 
Topic: Docking Windows to Other Windows
Hiding Attributes
New functionality: Hiding complete attributes
In the current table, you can now hide attributes without empty attribute values in one step.
Topic: Hide Complete Attributes
Researching Data
Defining Queries
Since windows can be docked to other elements as of InfoZoom 2016, various changes apply to the definition and update of queries. The most important changes are listed below.

New functionality: Restoring the window layout of opened windows
You can now define whether the currently opened windows are also saved when a query is saved, which will cause the windows to be opened in the saved layout when the query is executed. The windows which were opened when the query was saved are automatically opened with the saved size and position (complete with docking status) when the query is executed. This applies to the windows of reports, charts and value lists.
The Restore window layout check box has been added to the Settings tab of the Define Query window.
The Restore open value lists check box has been removed.
Topic: Restoring the Window Layout

Changed interface: Defining settings for queries
The arrangement of the check boxes on the Settings tab of the Define Query window has been changed. The check boxes are now arranged according to the sequence of the execution.
The Start Execution with Reset check box is now labeled Perform Reset.

Changed functionality: Creating reports and charts for queries
Up to now, the reports and charts of a query have had to be saved in separate files and manually adopted into the query. Corresponding buttons were available on the Reports tab of the Define Query window for this purpose.
Reports and charts can now be easily saved in queries. The following changes apply to the definition of queries:
	Reports and charts created when a query is defined are now automatically saved in the query.
Prerequisite: The Restore window layout check box has been enabled in the settings of the query.
	The reports and charts saved in a query are automatically listed on the Reports tab after the query has been defined. The tab therefore now only serves displaying saved reports and charts.
Exception: Interactive charts are saved in the query and therefore not listed on the Reports tab.
	You only have to save a report or chart in a separate file if you make changes to it.
Exceptions:
	If you only want to change the chart type and/or the view (2D or 3D) of an internal chart, you do not have to save the chart in a file.
	If you change an interactive chart, all changes are saved in a query. Interactive charts are not saved in files.

Topic: Creating Reports and Charts
Maintaining Queries
Changed functionality: Changing and deleting reports and charts in queries
The procedure for changing reports and charts saved in queries has changed. To change reports and charts, you have to change the query. To do so, you now have to enable the Synchronize with table check box. When the check box is enabled, the query is executed, the corresponding reports and charts are opened, and the layout is restored. Afterwards, you can make your changes and finish changing the query.
Topic: Changing and Deleting Reports and Charts
Analyzing Data
Editing Attribute Values and Names Top5_Button.png
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New functionality: Editing in the editor
The editor is now provided in addition to the edit field to edit long cell contents, i.e., long attribute values. The editor displays all cell contents (up to 9999 characters). You can conveniently edit long cell contents in the editor.
The following changes apply to the edit field:
	If an attribute value contains more than 2000 characters, the entry <Edit selected value> is displayed in the edit field.
	If an attribute name contains more than 2000 characters, only the first 2000 characters are displayed in the edit field. Three periods (...) are displayed at the end of the character string.

Topic: Editing Attribute Values and Names
Entering and Maintaining Comments on Attributes
Expanded functionality: A comment may now contain up to 9999 characters.
Saving and Outputting Data
Save Data
Expanded functionality: Saving the current layout of the Infoscape
If the Restore the last zoom state radio button is enabled in the On opening a table option group, the following are also saved now: the window size, window arrangement and the docking status of the opened windows of value lists, reports and charts.
Topic: Save
Creating Reports and Charts
Internal Charts Top5_Button.png
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New functionality: Creating interactive charts
To view analysis results in graphics, you can now create interactive charts. Interactive charts provide various functions with which you can access the corresponding InfoZoom table, e.g., to zoom in it.
There are also new options for defining the default colors of interactive charts (Chart Colors tab in the Options window).
Topic: Interactive Charts
Data Provisioning
Publishing Tables on an InfoZoom Server
New functionality: Publishing objects with unique value combinations only (projection)
When publishing objects with selected attributes, you can now define that objects with unique value combinations are published only. If objects with identical value combinations are included in the selected attributes, the objects are projected to the attributes. Only objects with unique value combinations are published.
For this purpose, the Unique value combinations (projection) check box has been added to the Publish Table window. 
Topic: Publishing Tables
Command Line Parameters
Command Line Parameters for Provisioning Data
New command line parameter -projection for publishing tables on an InfoZoom server
Sample Tables
Sample Tables
Changed sample tables
ErsteBundesliga.fox
The delivery of InfoZoom Desktop includes the "ErsteBundesliga.fox" sample table ("Other/Football" folder). Data about the German Bundesliga season 2014/15 has been added to the example table.
Window docking is now available in the queries "00a Eternal Bundesliga table", "00b Eternal Bundesliga table (standardized)", and "01 Team Comparison".

FormulaOneSample.fox
The delivery of InfoZoom Desktop includes the "FormulaOneSample.fox" sample table ("Other/Formula One" folder). Data on the Formula 1 season 2015 has been added to the sample table.




